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What’s in a
Name?
In this week’s parsha we find the names
of the children and grandchildren of Yaakov
Avinu. The Medrash is quick to point out the
peculiar names of Binyamin’s children. Becher,
Achi, Rosh, Mupim, Chuppim etc. The Medrash
attributes all the names to his brother Yosef
Hatzadik. Binyamin, as a tribute to his “lost”
brother, named every child with a reference
to Yosef. For example: Becher because Yosef
was Binyamin’s bechor. Chuppim, because he
missed my chuppah and I missed his. Muppim,
because of his beauty (yofi). It is interesting
to note that none of them did he call Yosef. It
would seem that this would be the source for
the well-known minhag not to name a child after
someone who died tragically.

not with an Aleph, albeit that in Shas it is spelled
with an Aleph, because of the unpleasant end
that Rabbi Akiva faced. He takes somewhat of a
middle approach that the use of the exact name
of one who died tragically i.e. accident, murder
etc. should be avoided; however if a change
is made in the name the problem is rectified.
Hence Akiva, Gedalya, and Yeshaya would be
acceptable variations.
We find however a contradiction to this
approach from Rashi in Divrei Hayamim 1 Perek
3 where Rashi explains that Dovid Hamelech
had two children Elishama and Elifelet, both
of whom died young, and he named two other
children with the same names. We also find the
Gemora in Moed Katan 25B telling the tragic
story of Rav Chanin who was niftar before the
bris of his son, who was called Chanin after his
father.

The Beis Shmuel in Even Ha’Ezer 129 (10)
argues, and proves from the Rema that we use
the name Gedalyahu with a vav at the end
although he too met a tragic end.

It would seem that there is a difference
between a person being murdered or dying in
an accident r”l or dying young r”l. Reb Moshe
Feinstein in Igros Moshe volume 2 (122) says we
don’t find a problem naming after Shmuel Hanavi
or Shlomo Hamelech both of whom died at the
age of 52. He explains that if a person finished
his lifelong mission early it isn’t considered to be
“bad mazal”. Many Tzadikim such as the Rema,
Arizal, and the Ramchal, to name but a few, died
young after completing their mission. On the
other hand Yeshayahu, Gedalyahu, and Akiva
met a terrible ending. Therefore the letter of the
law would allow for naming after one who died
young as we find in the case of Dovid Hamelech
and Rav Chanin, but to name after one who had
a tragic end should be avoided.

The Chasam Sofer Even Ha’Ezer B (25) says
that the minhag is to write Akiva with a Hey and

The minhag has become generally to shy
away from naming after even one who was niftar

The Yam Shel Shlomo in Gittin P.4 (31), in
reference to the spelling of the name Yeshayahu
in a Get, says that the minhag is to name Yeshaya
and not Yeshayahu, albeit that the Navi himself
had the latter spelling and pronunciation. He
explains that in fact since the Navi was murdered
by his own grandson we do not name after him
and rather our name is based on the name
Yeshaya a person who lived 400 years prior to
the Navi, mentioned in Divrei Hayamim.
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young, possibly because of ayin hara. It is clear
however from the Chasam Sofer and many of
the poskim that an additional name removes the
stigma (even a change in spelling was enough
for the Chasam Sofer). The Munkatcher added
that the new name should be first. Some have
the name of adding a mazeldike name such as
Baruch.
Many Gedolim considered over the age of 60
to not be considered “young” as we find in the
Mishna in Avos that 60 is the start of “old age”.
In regard to one’s parents it seems that
minhag is to name after them, even if they were
niftar young. The poskim explain that since
the letter of the law permits it, and by naming
after a parent one is fulfilling the mitzvah of
kibud av v’eim, the mitzvah will protect the child.
Especially a mitzvah that the Torah says has a
reward of longevity.
Many Gedolim allow naming children after
the kedoshim of the Holocaust -- due to the fact
that so many were killed in such a short time
one certainly can’t say that the niftar had a bad
mazal -- rather it was the mazal of the time.
We should be zoche to the days of the
Moshiach when all the above will be halacha
v’lo l’maaseh!

Please urgently Daven For

שלמה טבלי בן שרה נ''י
'שירה תמר בת שושנה דבורה תחי
אריאל יהודה בן יהודית נ"י
'חיה רוחמה בת אטא תחי
הרב יונתן יוסף בן טעמא שליט"א
לרפואה שלימה בתוך שאר חולי ישראל
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Asara Beteves

The three days of darkness
SEDRA
SUMMARY and the yahrzeit of
Thank you to Chabad.org

Y

ehuda approaches
Yosef to plead for the
release of Binyamin,
offering himself as a slave to
the Egyptian ruler in Binyamin’s
stead. Upon witnessing his
brothers’ loyalty to one another,
Yosef reveals his identity to
them. “I am Yosef,” he declares.
“Is my father still alive?”
The brothers are overcome by
shame and remorse, but Yosef
comforts them. “It was not you
who sent me here,” he says to
them, “but Hashem. It has all
been ordained from Above to
save us, and the entire region,
from famine.”
The brothers rush back to
Canaan with the news. Yaakov
comes to Mitzrayim with his
sons and their families, seventy
souls in all and is reunited
with his beloved son after 22
years. On his way to Egypt he
receives the Divine promise:
“Fear not to go down to Egypt;
for I will there make of you a
great nation. I will go down with
you into Egypt, and I will also
surely bring you up again.”
Yosef gathers the wealth of
Egypt by selling food and seed
during the famine. Pharaoh
gives Yaakov’s family the fertile
county of Goshen to settle, and
the children of Israel prosper in
their Egyptian exile.

Rav Moshe Shapira zt”l

T

he tenth of Teves, marks the first yahrzeit
of Rav Moshe Shapira zt”l.

Rav Moshe could speak about
anything however obscure; he would
unlock the most difficult. Where one could not find
an explanation in something Rav Moshe always
had a approach to understand the topic.

Every year Rav Moshe spoke about the three
days of darkness that descended to the world on the
8th, 9th and 10th of Teves. On the 8th the Torah was
translated into Greek on the 9th Ezra Hasofer died
and on the 10th Jerusalem came under siege. Rav
Moshe explained how these three were all one. The
Torah being translated into Greek was the tragedy
of taking the infinite depth of the Torah and limiting
it to one dimension of translation and putting it
under the “culture” of Greece. Ezra Hasofer’s death
marked the end of an era of prophecy where we
had connection to that realm of the infinite. The
10th was the surrounding of Jerusalem represented
the limitation of the revelation of the shechina that
had been constricted. Thus darkness descends as
the light of revelation is hidden.
If ever there was a day that you would have
said would have been the day of his passing
it would have been the final day of those three
days of darkness. The light of revelation that
Rav Moshe brought to the world, every difficult
topic illuminated, revealing the spirit and truth in
everything, was now snuffed out. The third day of
darkness was truly a dark day. He never missed
a year about this topic and even though it was
usually parshas vayigash where there is so much
to say regarding Yosef and the brothers he always
spoke about the three days of darkness, he felt it
more important for us to hear and more relevant
for us to contemplate. Now we feel the pain of that
shiur. The inner light of Torah has gone and we are
left in the dark.
Without him we feel the dark. Who is there
to ask? Who can explain to us those things that

we just couldn’t understand. The three days of
darkness are truly dark.
So what can we do?
Perhaps we can gain some guidance with a
beautiful idea he would say over on Parshas Vayechi.
The sons of Yaakov are all gathered around the
deathbed of Yaakov Avinu. These last moments
of Yaakov’s life were clearly very powerful and
significant. The Gemara (Pesachim50a) explains
he felt this was the time when he would be able
to reveal the end of days to his children. What
moment could be more appropriate than Yaakov at
the end of his life surrounded by all his sons each
one on the highest level? As he is about to reveal
the end of days the prophecy is taken away from
him. Convinced that this must be due to one of his
sons being unworthy, he asks them if anyone has
any doubts. To which they reply “Shema Yisrael”
– Listen our father Yisrael “Hashem Elokeinu
Hashem Echad” – just like in your heart there is
only one G-d so it is in our hearts. To which Yaakov
responds Baruch Shem etc.
Asks Rav Moshe, so what’s the answer? Why
was he not able to reveal the end of days? Yaakov
wanted to reveal the end of days but wasn’t able
because he thought that someone present wasn’t
worthy. But that wasn’t the case; they reassure him
they are totally with Hashem. So why couldn’t he
reveal the end of days?
Explained Rav Moshe, the prophecy was taken
away from Yaakov because that is how the end of
days will be revealed, in a situation of darkness.
Yaakov was being taught the end of days will be
revealed from a place of darkness, where nevuah is
lost and things are not clear if in that situation we
hold on, that is how the final redemption will come!
For us the darkness has descended we are in
that final stage but we cry out to Hashem from
within this dark, this night time, to bring us out
of this golus and bring the day when we will see
the light revealed not just for ourselves but for the
whole world.

Rachel Charitable Trust
QUIZ
TIME
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Yaakov lived for 147 years unlike his father, Yitzchak, who lived 180 years. The Avos
were all meant to live to 180. Why did he die 33 years earlier?
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Drawing closer at
times of distress

As the much-awaited reunion between Yaakov and Yosef takes place, Yaakov chooses
to say Shema. Why was Yaakov reciting Krias Shema just at that pivotal moment? Why
was Yosef’s emotional cry not mirrored by his father’s own cry of joy at seeing his longlost son?
The Netziv in Ha’amek Dovor explains
that Yosef had been driven by a sense of
responsibility to oversee the fulfilment of his
dreams. By his own design, the brothers had
already bowed to him and all that was missing
was that Yaakov should now join in too.
Yosef’s plan to achieve this was to approach
Yaakov wearing royal clothing. From a distance,
Yaakov would be under the impression that it
was the King coming to meet him, and thus he
would bow.
This plan had its shortcomings, however,
as if Yaakov would bow to Yosef under false
pretences, it could be argued that this would
not be considered a true fulfilment of the
dream.

Yaakov, despite his momentary pain would
surely have been overpowered by the joy of the
moment – as he reunited with his beloved son
and any of his son’s shortcomings would seem
easy to forgive at that joyous moment. But
Yaakov chooses to protest his son’s actions –
Yosef’s kiss is not reciprocated. A father can
free his son of the proactive responsibilities
such as standing for him, but any slight
or bizayon is unforgivable; he is simply not
empowered to be mochel. Hence Yaakov
expresses his disapproval by refraining from
kissing his son. It is not emotions which carry
the day for Yaakov; nothing besides for Ratzon
Hashem counts.
Kriyas Shema, according to the Netziv came
as a form of self-consolation. Yaakov needed
to detach himself from the momentary tza’ar,
by finding comfort in our only true source of
strength – Ahavas Hashem.

When Yaakov did eventually bow to his son,
it was, as Yosef had plotted, because Yaakov
mistakenly identified him as Pharaoh. This
realisation brought pain to Yaakov, and he
was troubled by the fact that his own son had
proactively caused him pain. Yaakov may have
suspected that the dreams would be fulfilled,
but did not share Yosef’s view that they should
be proactively achieved, and suffered some
pain at the thought that his own son had
tricked him into bowing.

Finding strength in Emuna in Hashem is
not only a remedy for suffering, it can effect
unprecedented change as we read earlier in
the Parsha. Binyamin having been framed and
found to be guilty of stealing Yosef’s cup, was
taken into Egyptian slavery. Yehuda, having
guaranteed Binyamin’s safe return won’t let
this happen, and daring to stand up to the
Egyptian Viceroy’s authority, stepped forward
to speak.

Yosef recognised his own mistake and cried.
The Netziv points out a further twist to
be found in Chazal. The Braissa (Maseches
Derech Eretz) teaches us to put our own will
aside in favour of Hashem’s desire. This
virtuous midda is cited as having its source
in the emotional meeting described in our
pesukim – as Yaakov refrained from kissing
Yosef. Why is refraining from kissing his son
seen as a fulfilment of Hashem’s will?

TEXT
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A close look at the content of his words,
shows that Yehuda’s speech contained little
substantive argument. In fact, of the 16
pesukim devoted to his words, it is only the last
few which contain Yehuda’s request; the rest
– a detailed review of the story to date. Even
if Yehuda chose to add emotive appeal to his

QUIZ
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Sfas Emes offers a deeper meaning to
Yehuda’s words and says that Yehuda was
doing more than pulling on the heart strings
of an apparently ruthless ruler. Yehuda was
superficially conversing with the human being
in front of him, but the internal Yehuda was
negotiating directly with Hakodosh Boruch Hu.
Yehuda carefully revised the story and
convinced himself that each twist and turn
is rotzon Hashem. As his belief is established
firmer than ever before, he recognises that his
entire destiny in Hashem’s hands and puts his
own wishes aside in favour of Hashem’s wish.
As he does so, he resolved to offer selflessly
offer himself in Binyamin’s place – as this too
is clearly Hashem’s will.
Yosef was profoundly affected by these
words, and at this point could not withhold
his identity any longer. Sfas Emes explains
that it is Yehuda’s self-improvement which
has effected this change. Having himself
undergone a process of connection to Hashem,
he is cleansed and the effects of previous
aveiros are removed.
The brothers had demonised Yosef, they
had treated him as a stranger; and until now
Yosef’s actions towards his brothers had been
mirroring that estrangement. Now, as Yehuda
drew close to his own true inner self, and the
effects of his aveiros dissipated, Yosef’s façade
naturally faded away – and Yosef could no
longer withhold his identity.
Reconnecting to Hashem doesn’t just dull
the pain, but puts everything into perspective
and allows the yeshua to arrive.

07403 939 613

For more information visit www.federation.org.uk/shailatext/
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argument, does the Torah itself need to quote
introductory sections of the script?
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What do we see about children’s eating patterns from Parshas Vayigash?
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British values, but maybe we
shouldn’t be so ‘English’

E

nglish people have a reputation
for
remaining
resolute
and
unemotional in the face of adversity;
often complemented for an ability to
“keep a stiff upper lip”. This might explain the
success of British diplomacy for so many years.
The encounter between Yehuda and Yosef is,
however, very different. Although many of the
specific arguments may have been expressed
previously by the brothers [ a familiar refrain in
negotiations], it is Yehuda’s emotional delivery
which is so different and so powerful.

all might anger the viceroy. Rashi, however,
understands that Yehuda’s concern was that
his actual words might be too sharp. This
difference in understanding is significant with
regards to what Yehuda was trying to achieve:
Ramban suggests that Yehuda was about to
plead for Yosef’s mercy but according to Rashi
he was about to confront him.
Rav Yosef Leib Bloch zt’’l remarks that this
passage demonstrates the great courage given
to one who makes a sincere commitment; one
who submits himself to the yoke of achrayus
(responsibility). When Yehuda recalled that he
had taken upon himself the responsibility to
return Binyomin to his father he was infused
with new-found courage and strength, and he
proceeded to challenge Yosef.

“Vayigash Elav Yehudah” (And Yehuda
drew near) and engaged Yosef in a lengthy
debate. The Midrash (Bereishis Rabba 93)
asks why the other brothers remained quiet.
Why did they not support Yehuda? The
answer provided by the Midrash is that the
other brothers perceived that two kings were
engaged in a controversy. Intuitively, they felt
that the controversy transcended the issue
of their young brother Binyomin; it involved
Jewish historical destiny. Who should be king
over Israel, Yosef or Yehuda?

QUIZ
TIME

??

riddle

The Ramban and Rashi have differing
understandings of Yehuda’s speech. When
Yehuda says ‘v’al yichar upcha b’avdecha’ –
don’t let your anger flare up at your servant
– Ramban seems to understand this to mean
that Yehuda was apologising for having the
audacity to speak to Yosef. He was concerned
that the mere fact that he was speaking at

Rabbi Yehudah Leib Graubart describes
Yehuda is an astute diplomat. Addressing
Yosef and saying: “for you are like Pharaoh”
could be interpreted in many ways. They
could be taken as words of respect, meaning:
“you are as important in my eyes as Pharaoh
himself.” Alternatively, they could be

Parsha

Rav Yosef Ber Soloveitchik zt’’l, in a
shiur given in Boston in 1975, suggested
that ‘’Yosef wanted to be king, to combine
political and economic power with spiritual
leadership. He dreamt of sheaths, and he also
dreamt of stars. Yehuda was different, he did
not dream, yet there was something in his
personality which commanded respect and
obedience. When Yosef was sold, it was at the
suggestion of Yehuda. And now, once again,
Yehuda was in the forefront. He was the one
who stepped forward to argue with Yosef. He
had a powerful personality which radiated
authority. Yehuda was a lion (49:9) During the
sale of Yosef, Yehuda was overly concerned
about the opinion of his brothers, displaying
fear. Yet now he debated with the viceroy as a
defending warrior.’’

Rav Schwab zt’’l says that we can learn
from this incident and realise that a sense
of achrayus empowers people to fulfil their
commitments. At Sinai, we accepted the yoke
of Torah and its mitzvos. If we fully realise that
we swore to this then we should let nothing
stand in the way of keeping our oath. Then,
Rav Schwab says, we can expect to be infused
with untold powers, enabling us to uphold our
commitment and to overcome all obstacles in
our path.

Thank you to
Boruch Kahan
bkahan47@yahoo.co.uk
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understood as a threat: “you will suffer from
leprosy just like that other Pharaoh.” They
could also be interpreted as an insult: “just as
Pharaoh issues decrees and fails to carry them
out, so, too, are you undependable.” Rabbi
Graubart suggests that Yehuda had all three
of these meanings in mind and it is as though
he said, “Interpret my words in any way you
choose, for all the interpretations would be
equally correct.”
Rabbi Frand drawing upon the works of
the Tolna Rebbe and Rav Yitzchak Smelkes
also offers an interesting approach to
understanding the encounter between Yehuda
and Yosef. Previously there had always been
an interpreter between Yosef and his brothers
but not on this occasion. As we know, words
read from a page or transmitted through a third
party may have totally different emphases.
Yehuda knew that this was the most important
speech of his life and he was certain that, even
if the viceroy did not understand the words,
he would appreciate the emotion. If we look
at the language used it is not new. Yehuda,
however, was able to convey the depth of
emotion and anxiety that he and the shevatim
felt about the possibility of returning home
without their youngest brother. This had
never been expressed to Yosef before and it
was persuasive.
Chanukah has passed but maybe we should
try to keep the flame burning and infuse our
tefillos and divrei Torah with fire, emotion
and enthusiasm so that we can effectively
communicate the essential message of Torah.

QUESTION

Two people in the
Parsha share the
same name. What is
the name and how are
the people related to
each other?
CLUE
Try Perek 46

FIND THE ANSWER IN
NEXT WEEK'S ONEG

How long did the famine actually last?

ANSWER FROM LAST WEEK
Perek 41 Possuk 42
a) Revid Hazohov b) Bigdei Shesh
Possuk 43 Mirkeves Hamishneh
Possuk 45 Tzofnas Paneach
Perek 42 Possuk 25 Tzedoh Laderech
Perek 43 Possuk 12 Kesef Mishneh
Possuk 15 Mishneh Kesef
Possuk 18 Beys Yosef
Possuk 34 Masas Binyomin

Rabbi Refoel
Sandler
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F

ritz Haber was a German Jewish
chemist who received the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry in 1918 for his invention
of the Haber–Bosch process, which
distils ammonia from thin air. The process
revolutionised agriculture, and even today,
a century after its invention, the process is
still applied all over the world to produce
500+million tonnes of artificial fertilizer a year,
feeding more than half the world’s population.
Haber himself took his process and developed
it to produce chlorine and other poisonous
gasses used during World War I, thus earning
him the title ‘father of chemical welfare’. Haber
was known in Germany as a legend and a saint.
However, when his true ‘accomplishments’
became known to the world – that he was
responsible for the death of millions of people
– his wife, in despair, took her own life.
Nevertheless, Haber himself was buoyed
by his success and went on to make ever
more efficient gases and chemical weapons.
But with the onset of World War II, Haber
– a Jew – had to flee Germany. He died en
route to Israel, but the chemicals that he had
invented during his lifetime were renamed
‘Zyklon B’, and were used by the Nazis for the
systematic destruction of his own people –
including members of his own family – during
the holocaust. Fritz Haber the Jew, a man of
incredible talent and ingenuity, could have
used his abilities for innumerable positive
ends – but ultimately the yearning for ‘success’
took his creations to places he himself couldn’t
have imagined.

that moment, to realise that the brother they
had sold years before was now the powerful
viceroy of Egypt. The brothers had no response
– they undoubtedly felt an unbearable shame
and embarrassment – after all that they had
thought about their brother Yosef, his dreams
actually came true!
The Medrash Rabbah expounds on this
and explains: ‘Oy lonu miyom hadin, oy lonu
miyom hatochacha’ – woe to us on the day of
Judgement, woe to us on the day of rebuke –
for Yosef was the youngest of all his brothers
and his brothers were unable to stand in front
of him, how much more so when Hashem
comes and reprimands all of us, each man
according to his reckoning……! If this is how
the brothers felt in front of Yosef, how will each
and every one of us feel when we come in front
of Hashem?!?
This Medrash seems gloomy and
discouraging, but I would like to take a slightly
different angle on all this with something
I once heard in the name of Reb Shimshon
Pinkus zt’’l. He explains that the pain of Yom
HaDin – the Day of Reckoning – cannot be
from the fact that we did things wrong in our
lives, because every human being is created
imperfect, and to some degree each person
is expected to make mistakes. The question
is not about the moments themselves that
are mistakes, but rather about how we use
those moments – were they an impetus for
growth, or were they just the beginnings of our
continuous fall?
Today we live in a world where everything
is accepted – society is very open and it
seems that everything is permitted. Whilst
unconditional love and acceptance is

In this week’s Parsha, the story of Yosef
reaches its climax with the revelation to his
brothers: ‘I am Yosef – is my father still alive?’
One can only try to imagine their shock at

Parshah
important for very human being, but actions
still have consequences. And consequences
don’t just mean reward for doing good, or
punishment for doing bad – the system (and
certainly Hashem!) is far more sophisticated
than that. Consequences are rather about the
relationship that we build with Hashem, being
closer or further away as a result of our actions.
The point is that every human being has
infinite potential to be great, and so many of
us fall short of our true greatness only because
we don’t believe in ourselves. Hashem put us
in this world to make a difference, our very
existence means we have the most incredible
ability to make a change in this world. After
120 when we reach the Almighty’s heavenly
throne, the question won’t be: ‘What bad
or good did you do?’ No! There will just be
a sudden realisation of all that could have
been achieved. Just as the words ‘Ani Yosef’
brought a stark realisation to the brothers, an
understanding of what they really had done
and remorse for the moments lost with their
precious brother, so too ‘Ani Hashem’ will
highlight for us all that we could have become
with the opportunities that we were given in
our life – how great we could have become, the
lives we could have changed, the impact we
could have achieved. Fritz Haber left behind a
legacy, but it is full of so much to be ashamed
of. Imagine what he could have become had he
honed in on his true self!
Every one of us has the opportunity to
achieve greatness, we just have to believe
in ourselves, and live with the words ‘Ani
Hashem’ in our mind and never forget how
incredible each one of us can become. After
all the Al-mighty, the Creator of the Universe
believes you are worth it.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Hashem causes events to coincide.
We often call them coincidences.
QUIZ
TIME

??

4.
livingwithmitzvos.com

Who informed Yaakov about Yosef still being alive and in what way? How were they
rewarded?

Rabbi
Yissochor Frand
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Rosh Yeshiva, Ner Yisrael Baltimore

Tears of Joy?
The Gates Of Tears
Have Not Been Closed

T

he pasuk says that when Yosef and Yaakov finally meet “…and
he appeared to him, he fell on his neck, and he wept on his
neck excessively.” [Bereshis 46:29] The father and son embrace
and cry. Rashi clarifies the meaning of the pasuk: Yosef fell on
Yaakov’s neck and cried, but Yaakov did not fall on Yosef’s neck and cry,
nor did he kiss him. Rashi quotes “Raboseinu” (the Rabbis) who teach
that Yaakov did not do so because he was reciting Shema.
All the commentaries discuss this teaching. They ask – why was only
Yaakov reading Shema at that moment and not Yosef? The premise of
this question is that if it was the normal time for Krias Shema, they would
both read it as soon as possible. There are different approaches to answer
this question.
The Maharal in his Gur Aryeh writes that this has nothing to do with
the twice daily mitzvah to read Krias Shema. We presume that Yaakov
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and Yosef each already fulfilled their daily obligation to recite Shema.
However, the Maharal writes that Yaakov felt such overwhelming
gratitude – that he now sees his beloved son – who he had given up for
dead – alive and well as a righteous person. Yaakov had such pain and
anxiety for so many years thinking that Yosef was dead. The joy that a
person experiences when he transitions quickly from darkness to great
light, from the depths of depression to the heights of ecstasy magnified
his love for the Almighty who did him this great kindness. Yaakov thus
seized the opportunity to reaccept the Kingship and Reverence for the
Al-mighty with even greater depth and intensity than he had been able
to every do in the past. Yaakov channelled his great emotion of love and
reverence for the Holy One, Blessed Be He, by instinctively reciting with
great emotion the proclamation of “Hear of Israel Hashem Elokeinu is
Hashem in Unity”.
Rav Yehoshua Hartman shlit’’a, in his acclaimed footnotes
on the Maharal, notes that Yaakov’s joy was greater than that
of Yosef. The simcha that comes after a great pain is superior
to a simcha that does not come because of pain but comes “out
of the blue”.
Therefore, Yaakov, who had suffered mightily and was now
reunited with his son, experienced a greater happiness than
Yosef experienced and it was therefore he who recited Shema
and not his son.
Rav Hartman further quotes an observation of Rav Hutner
zt’’l in his introduction to the Pachad Yitzchak on Shavuos.
This observation answers a question I have had for years and
years. My question was “How do we explain the phenomenon
‘tears of joy’”? We cry when we are sad and we cry when we are
happy. This ostensibly does not make any sense. Yet, we see
that people do cry when they are happy. What is the meaning
of this?
Rav Hutner offers an interesting idea that I believe is
accurate. If I find out tomorrow that I won the lottery and now I
am $340,000,000 richer, I will be very happy but I do not think I
will start crying out of joy. Why?
Why do we cry at our children’s weddings? Why do we cry
at the birth of a child? Why do we cry at our son’s Bar Mitzvah?
The answer is that we put so much effort into raising a child
to bring him to Bar Mitzvah or to bring a daughter down to the
Chuppah. Similarly, when someone has a baby, it is preceded by
months of difficulty.
Rav Hutner says that tears of joy are always the product or
the offspring of the difficulties that preceded them. The “Gates
of Tears” that were shed during the period of difficulty leading
to this happy stage “have not been closed”. They have not yet
been turned off. Therefore, when in fact the simcha occurs, the
tears continue. The Shaarei Dema’os of the pain and the travail
are still active. However, Simcha that comes out of the blue is
not the type of occasion that triggers tears.

QUIZ
TIME

??

5. What was Yosef’s proof to his brothers that he was Jewish and the real Yosef?
livingwithmitzvos.com
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An element
indicator
installed in
the home
of a Bosch
Sabbath mode
oven owner

Is your oven Shabbos
compliant? (Part 3)
This column sets out to clarify the possibilities of oven use over
Shabbos. Last week we looked at the possibilities of using an
oven which does not carry a Sabbath mode. This week we
will look at the appliances manufactured by NEFF Bosch and
Siemens – as these are the models which are most commonly
.bought by members of our communities

Are there any ‘Sabbath mode’ ovens on sale in
the UK which have been found to be compliant
for use on Shabbos?
We have researched the appliances manufactured under the brand
names NEFF, Bosch and Siemens (NBS), and have concluded that in
their models currently on the market most Shabbos related issues have
been resolved.
Nonetheless even these models are not free of any Shabbos questions,
and may only be used in accordance with Rabbinic advice and guidelines.

Why can’t the nbs ovens be used freely on
Shabbos in Sabbath mode?
To answer this, we need to explain how the oven maintains its
temperature. When the user sets the oven to run at 100 degrees, the
device does not maintain this temperature permanently. Instead, it
controls the temperature through use of a thermostat. When the unit
detects that the cavity is cooling down it provides power to the element.
Conversely, when the desired temperature has been reached, the element
is switched off.
Introducing cold air to the oven cavity cools down the internal
temperature quicker than otherwise. As a result, the element is triggered
sooner than otherwise would have been the case. This indirect interaction
with the heating element is halachically problematic, and a variety of
approaches exist to resolve the issue.

In table below, three methods have been described – the colour coding
indicates the relative halachic status of each method.

USAGE
INSTRUCTION
NOTE

DRAWBACKS

What are your instructions for
heating food in a Neff ‘Sabbath
mode oven’?
Here are our guidelines for use of the NEFF oven in ‘Sabbath mode’.
• All food must be fully cooked and in place in the oven before Shabbos
• NO FOOD whether raw or cooked, hot or cold may be PLACED in the
oven on Shabbos
• The temperature can be set before Shabbos to ANY level (the
manufacturers have limited this to below 140 degrees)
• Food which is left in the oven over Shabbos MAY be removed during
Shabbos as in the above table in one of two ways
1. In ovens which carry an element indicator light, the door should
only be opened when the light is ‘on’. An oven which has an
indicator light may be opened and closed repeatedly when the light
indicates that the element is working
2. In the absence of an element indicator light, ALL food MUST be
removed before the oven door can be closed again.

Are the guidelines for Yom Tov use different than
those for that of Shabbos?
As indirect activity is viewed more leniently on Yom Tov, many
Rabbonim permit opening a thermostatically controlled oven freely. If an
element indicator light is present, it is still better to open the oven only
when the indicator light is switched on.
Regarding use of the NEFF ovens on Yom Tov, our guidelines are
as follows:
• The oven should be set to the desired temperature in Sabbath mode
before Yom Tov
• No adjustments may be made to the temperature setting during
Yom Tov
• Food may be placed in the oven to cook or heat on yom tov and need
not be in place from before yom tov

How can a thermostatic oven such as nbs’
Shabbos mode be used on Shabbos?

OPENING THE DOOR WHEN ELEMENT
IS ON

• The door may be opened and closed as is required during cooking. It
should not be opened for no reason.

ONE DOOR OPENING

MULTIPLE DOOR OPENINGS

The door is opened only when the
element indicator light is displayed

Food is all removed
from the oven in one
door opening session

The door is opened and closed
repeatedly even though the element
may not be functioning

This is the advised halachic approach

This approach mitigates There are serious halachic concerns
some halachic concern with using the appliance in this way.

Many ovens are manufactured without an
indicator light.

Householder would like Halachic question
to keep food warmed
for both Friday night
and Shabbos lunch

FedTech are working to provide a service
which will facilitate installing these lights
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BUYING A NEW KITCHEN APPLIANCE?
MAKE SURE THERE ARE NO  שבתOR  כשרותISSUES!
www.federation.org.uk/fed-tech/ technology@federation.org.uk

In Part 4
next week:
How to know
whether other
Sabbath mode
ovens can be used
on Shabbos, and
the use of nonSabbath mode
ovens on Shabbos.

TECHNOLOGY GUIDES

AVAILABLE FROM THE FEDERATION

Pre-purchase tips and information for ovens and fridges.

Rabbi Jonathan
Gewirtz
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“For how shall I go up to my father when the lad is not
with me; lest I see the evil that will befall my father.”
(Genesis 44:34)

T

his verse is the culmination of
Yehuda’s monologue to Yosef, upon
hearing that Yosef planned to keep
Binyamin as a slave and send
the rest of them back. In it, he recounted all
the moments leading up to that one, and
highlighted the special relationship of Yaakov
with his son Binyamin. He concludes by
saying that he cannot possibly leave Binyamin
in Egypt as it would cause his father too
much pain.

Yehuda asked, “How can I go up to my
father,” as a result of not wishing to see
Yaakov in pain. Therefore, he risked his own
life to save Binyamin. This is quite different
than when Hagar said, “I do not wish to see
[Yishmael] die.” Her solution was to cast her
sickly son beneath a tree and walk away so as
not to witness this dreadful event, leaving him
to his fate.
What caused one person to walk away and
another to step forward? The difference is
what motivated them. Hagar felt her son was

absolutely going to die and she was helpless.
She felt that at least she could limit her own
suffering by walking away. Yehuda was
different. Though he could have run away and
never returned home to see Yaakov’s sorrow,
so long as there was a chance that he could
change the Viceroy’s mind, and a possibility
that Yaakov would not have to suffer, he
was going to do whatever he could to make
it happen.
We find a similar verse in Megilas
Esther when Queen Esther approaches
Achashveirosh to save the Jews saying, “How
could I go on if I were to see the destruction
of my people?” Mordechai had already been
appointed over Haman’s house and it was
clear that Esther would be safe. However, she
declared that her life would not be worth living
if she were to sit by and do nothing while her
brethren suffered. She, too, stepped forward.
When Hashem told Moshe to warn the
Jews not to approach Sinai, Moshe said, “They

CAN’T, because You have already forbidden
them to do so. For a Jew, what we can or can’t
do depends on what Hashem wants from us.
We CAN do the impossible, or at least make
the attempt, when it is G-d’s will. What we
CAN’T do is sit idly by while another suffers.
This was manifest the very next moment
in Yosef. The Torah tells us he couldn’t control
himself and shouted that the room be cleared
except for the brothers. He then immediately
revealed himself to them to put an end to their
suffering. Until now, he had to teach them a
lesson and help them achieve repentance for
the sin of selling him and ignoring his pain.
When he saw that Yehuda, who had led the
move to sell him, was impelled to come forward
to prevent any suffering to his father, he knew
the Teshuva had been achieved and there was
no more reason to make them frightened. At
that point, Yosef could not sit back and allow
his brothers’ suffering to continue, so he acted
quickly, and they were reunited at last.

ANSWERS
1.

The Daas Zekeinim (47:8) brings a Midrash that when Yaakov appeared

3. In Mitzrayim it stopped when Yaakov came and only lasted two years.

before Paro he asked him how old he was and he complained how bad

However, elsewhere the famine continued a full seven years to fulfil the

they had been. Hashem said that for every word of complaint instead of

interpretation of Yosef and not give an excuse for others to say Yosef had

recognising that He had saved him from Esav and Lavan, returned to him

been wrong in his interpretation. (Sifsei Chachamim to Rashi 47:19)

Dena and Yosef, one year of his life would be deducted. There were 33
words (including Paro’s question since his looking sad brought on the
question). Others explain that when Lavan accused Yaakov of stealing
his terafim, Yaakov said that whoever took it should not live (Vayeitsei,
31:32). The word “live”-  יחי”הhas the gematria of 33. Since he put this

4. Yaakov’s granddaughter, Serach Bas Osher, played her harp and sang to
Yaakov that Yosef is still alive. She did so in such a way to slowly break
the news to the elderly Yaakov. In gratitude for this, Yaakov blessed her
with long life and prophecy.
5. He showed them that he had a full bris mila like Jews have (with priya

curse down he was punished.
2. When Yosef provided food for his brothers to take for their families he

unlike the Arabs). The Egyptians who had to have mila (see Rashi, 47:21)

provided enough (even) for the children. The Sifsei Chachamim (to Rashi

were only the poor ones and therefore the rich Yosef should not have

47:12) brings that this means he gave more than just what was required

had mila. Yosef spoke Lashon Hakodesh, a language that even Paro who

since the way of children is to waste and make crumbs meaning they

spoke all other seventy languages did not know fully (see Gemora Sota

need more!

36b).
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